We analyze the effects of networks offering and charging for premium transmission service, which is central to the net neutrality debate. We find that when a network provider optimally charges for and provides premium transmission for content providers, innovation is stimulated on the edges of the network and smaller content providers benefit more than do larger content providers. Furthermore, we show that the network provider increases its investment in network capacity when it offers premium transmission without degrading service for content providers that do not purchase the premium service. Also the number of network subscribers increases.
I. Introduction
Numerous situations arise where sellers of goods and services pay for the opportunity to provide their products to consumers and even pay premium prices for superior delivery or access. For example package delivery services such as Federal Express and the United States Postal Service offer shippers a variety of delivery speeds and insurance programs. Web content providers such as Yahoo can purchase webcaching services from companies such as Akamai to speed the delivery of their web content to customers.
1 Providing superior access to customers also occurs on the World
Wide Web where web site providers can pay Google for premium placement on its search engine web pages to improve customers' access to their web sites.
Recently there has been concern over the desires of some Internet Service Providers (ISPs) to offer Internet content providers faster, premium delivery of content and services to end user customers and to charge the content providers for the superior transmission. This is part of the so-called net neutrality issue. Net neutrality is a broad topic covering a number of issues (Wu, 2004) , the exact specification of which varies across authors and over time. But the provision of and charging for premium transmission speed of Internet packets consistently appears in the public debate (Hahn and Wallsten, 2006) . Proponents of net neutrality, such as Wu (2003 Wu ( , 2004 argue innovation should only occur at the edges of the network and that the network itself is simply infrastructure that should not add value. Net neutrality proponents also hold that the network should be a commons that broadband users are allowed to use in ways that are not illegal and that do not harm the network and that networks should not discriminate between uses, users,
1 Akamai provides a service called dynamic site delivery that caches web content for faster delivery to Internet users. Akamai lists Yahoo as one of the customers of this service http://www.akamai.com/html/customers/customer_list.html, downloaded February 18, 2007. and content. (Wu, 2004) In contrast, network providers such as AT&T argue that offering premium transmission services will improve customer choice and that ISPs would not degrade anyone's service. (Whitacre, 2006) In this paper we focus on the issue of whether networks should be allowed to offer and charge for premium transmission service. We find that when a network provider optimally charges for and provides premium transmission for content providers, innovation is stimulated on the edges of the network, contrary to the conclusions of Yoo (2004) and Wu (2003) . Furthermore we show that a network provider will choose to increase its network capacity when it offers premium transmission without degrading service for content providers that do not purchase the premium service. This appears to conflict with Cheng et al. (2007) , which concludes that a network provider has less incentive to invest in network capacity when offering premium transmission than when it does not offer the premium service.
Our model considers a situation in which a single network provides consumers with network access and supplies content providers with transmission of their content to consumers. 2 This network provider is not also a content provider. There are a large number of possible content providers who differ in their ability to produce valuable content. Their only source of revenue is advertising and each content provider chooses whether to produce and how much to invest in content. Consumers value content and the speed of delivery. We focus our analysis on content such as news sites and search engines whose content value does not degrade in value with a few moments delay, i.e., the value of the content and the value of speed are separable. 2 We assume a monopoly network to simplify our analysis.
When only a single transmission speed is offered by the network provider, some low-value content providers choose to not produce because their potential advertising revenue would not cover their content production costs and their fixed costs. However, when a premium transmission speed is offered, some low-value sites that did not produce under the single speed scenario find it profitable to purchase the premium speed and so choose to enter the market. This results in an increase in the amount and diversity of content available for consumers. We consider this increase in the variety of content on the network to constitute innovation on the edges, which raises the value of the network.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II provides background on the Internet and on the net neutrality debate. Section III describes our model. Section IV examines how content providers choose their content and transmission speeds. Section V addresses affects on retail Internet access markets. Section VI is the conclusion. All proofs are in the appendix.
II. Background
The net neutrality debate began being discussed in the public arena in 2003 with those who are in favor of imposing network neutrality legislation believe that if the ISPs were able to use their market power over infrastructure as leverage to gain market power over content it would stifle application level innovation and consumers would suffer.
The case of Madison River Communications 14 is used by such proponents to illustrate how telecommunications companies would use their market power to embargo applications with which they do not want to compete.
On the other side of the debate are the ISPs (for example, AT&T, Sprint/Nextel, and Comcast) whose basic argument for allowing premium delivery of data is that under the status quo they have no incentive to upgrade their networks, and limited ability to recoup costs of initial investments in the Internet.
Thus far, neither side in the debate has demonstrated willingness to compromise and their particular arguments for or against network neutrality often have been more rhetorical than rigorous. Because the focus of our paper is a formal analysis of the debate, we do not address some arguments frequently put forth by politicians, lobbyists, and the companies involved. Instead, we focus on the academic research to date, which has been Generally they find that legislation that would limit market transactions would prove to be detrimental to all parties involved and may deter competition, reduce investment, and result in higher prices for consumers. Thus far, only van Schewick (2005) 
III. The Model
We consider a model where a network provider chooses transmission speeds and retail prices in the first stage of the game. Then the content providers decide whether to produce and each one that produces decides whether to use the standard transmission speed or the premium speed. Lastly, consumers choose whether to subscribe to the network service and use the content sites.
a. Consumers
Consumers value subscribing to network access and value content sites based on both the usefulness of the information provided and the speed with which the information is delivered. Let ( ) , where higher values of I represent more content and ι represents the content provider's innate ability to make information valuable. We might think of this as a situation where a consumer prefers a sports information site with more information to one that has less information, all other things being equal, but is willing to accept less information if the information provided is more accessible.
17 is the information delivery speed that a consumer experiences when she accesses ι's content.
Consumers prefer higher information value and faster delivery times to lower information value and slower delivery times, all other things being equal, i.e., ,
and for all values of I, S, and ι. I and S are strictly positive. This might represent a situation where the consumer values the information on a news site, but also values her time so that she prefers a site with less content value if the amount of time she needs to
Hereafter we suppress the expressions in the parentheses wherever possible to conserve on notation. 17 We restrict the network provider to offering no more than two transmission speeds, premium and standard. However, at times it will be convenient for exposition to express S as a continuous variable.
wait on the content is sufficiently less than the time she has to wait on better content. Some news sites with lower innate abilities might find it less costly to increase consumer value by purchasing premium transmission from the network provider than by enhancing its content. As we will see below, this opportunity to substitute less costly premium transmission for more costly content enhancement results in innovation at the edges of the network.
Consumers value two types of content sites differently with respect to how speed affects the value of a site's content. In one situation speed increases the value of content, i.e.,
. This is the situation examined by Hermalin and Katz (2007), so we do not repeat their analysis in our paper.
Instead we consider the situation where content value may not be affected speed. This is the utility function developed by Mendelson (1985) and used by Bandyopadhyay and Cheng (2006) and Cheng et al. (2007) ; the consumer's value of time is independent of the value derived from content, i.e., and
This might represent situations such as news sites or search engines where modest delays do not affect the value of the content.
A consumer needs to purchase the network service before accessing content.
Following Katz and Shapiro (1985) , we assume that consumers are continuously and uniformly distributed with density one on a line from zero to one, where a consumer's location
represents the innate value that she places on accessing the network. A consumer of type τ that accesses the network and uses content receives a net consumer surplus of
, where p is the price the consumer pays the network provider and ιˆ is the marginal content provider, i.e., the content provider who is indifferent between producing and not producing. (We discuss this more below.) To simplify our analysis, we assume that every consumer of ι's site experiences the same information value and delivery speed, and every consumer of the network service pays the same price.
Standard analysis (e.g., Katz and Shapiro, 1985) shows that the number of consumers who purchase in equilibrium is
and that the market clearing price is
b. Content Providers
Each content provider seeks to maximize individual profits and content providers are distributed uniformly on a line from 0 to ι , where ι is an arbitrarily large number. w represents the constant marginal cost of producing content, and ( ) 0 ≥ S r represents the price the network provider charges a content provider for connection to the network such
S is the price paid by each content provider that chooses standard transmission speed and ( ) S r is the price paid by each content provider that chooses premium speed.
We consider a tariff structure in which the content provider pays the network provider based on the content provider's expected capacity needs. We simplify this tariff structure so that the content provider pays a constant price ( ) S r times the capacity needed, which we simplify to the number of expected hits on the content site.
We assume content providers do not charge consumers who access their sites, but instead receive revenue from advertisers who value access to consumers who access content. This is a standard practice in the Internet.
There is a competitive market for advertising on content sites so that each advertiser takes the number of hits on a content site as given. The market demand for advertising is given by , where a is the price paid by the advertiser to a content provider when a consumer views the site and h represents the number of hits on all content sites on the network. The price the advertiser is willing to pay per hit is decreasing in the number of hits. To ensure that at least one content provider chooses to produce in equilibrium, we assume that
The number of hits received by a content provider is increasing in the number of consumers connected to the network and in the value provided by the site. Normalizing the relationship between utility and hits so that they can be expressed in the same units, 
c. Network Provider
There is a single, profit maximizing network provider who supplies consumers with network access and supplies content providers with transmission of their content to consumers. The network provider does not provide content. We describe above the network provider's prices to consumers and to content providers. Let ( )
represent the network provider's production costs for providing network capacity μ, and , the constant marginal cost of providing network access to a consumer is c, and we 0 ' ' > C normalize the network provider's fixed costs to zero. We describe next how the network provider supplies transmission speed and network capacity.
d. Premium Service 19
To simplify our analysis, we assume each consumer visit to a site triggers transmission of a uniform amount of content through the network. Following Mendelson (1985) , we adopt the common assumption that the times between consecutive requests for information by consumers are independent identically distributed random variables with finite mean l/h where h is the arrival rate of requests for content into the network, which we call hits. Normalizing the measure of content demanded per unit of time to 1, h represents the total number of consumer requests for information from content sites. 20 We assume a queuing system for hits with a Poisson arrival process, which is standard for analysis of computing systems where the number of users in the network is large, the impact of a single user on network performance is small, and all users are independent.
21
Applying Little's Law, which states that the average number of jobs in a stable system is equal to their arrival rate times their average time in the system, the average wait time for consumers in the network is h W − = μ 1 when no premium service is provided, where μ is the capacity of the network, or its ability to deliver the desired arrival rate (Gross and Harris, 1998, pp. 10-13) . We represent the average speed for the network as the inverse of the average wait time for consumers.
22 19 We would like to thank Hsing Kenneth Cheng and Subhajyoti Bandyopadhyay for identifying relevant literature on queuing theory. 20 Note that since h is a function of v and n, h varies with both. 21 This is approximated by an M/M/1 queuing system, which is a queuing system where interval and distribution times are exponentially distributed and there is one server. 22 Note that as the number of users approaches the network's capacity, the average wait time approaches infinity and speed approaches zero.
Providing faster transmission for some content -which is what we call premium service -may affect the average wait time in a network depending on how the premium service is provided (Gross and Harris, 1998, p. 150 ). As we indicate above, some network providers have committed to not degrading service for any customer if premium service is offered. We call this the non-degradation condition.
Non-Degradation Condition. Under this condition, the network operator keeps its commitment that standard transmission service will be the same regardless of whether premium service is offered.
It is beyond the scope of this paper to examine how network providers technically might provide premium service, but the following lemma holds for all methods applicable to the network model described above.
Lemma 2. When the non-degradation condition holds, a network provider will increase network capacity when providing premium transmission service.
Lemma 2 results from a direct application of queuing theory. (See Gross and Harris, 1998, pp. 141-151) There are two basic methods of improving the speed of delivery for one group's content over another group's content when capacity is limited so that there is a queue. One method is to allow the first group to always get ahead in line.
When this approach is used, the second group would experience a decrease in its service speed because it loses its place in line unless the total system speeds up. Thus network capacity has to be increased if the first group experiences an improvement in service while the second group experiences no degradation in its service. The other method for improving one group's speed is to increase the delivery rate that is at its command. With this approach, the second group would experience an increase in wait time unless total network capacity was increased so that the second group's access to delivery capacity was not diminished. Thus when the non-degradation condition holds, the network's provision of premium transmission results in an increase in network capacity, all other things remaining equal.
e. Other Assumptions
To ensure that in equilibrium at least some consumers buy network access and some content providers choose to produce, we assume that for some transmission speed greater than the standard speed, that marginal revenue for at least some content providers is positive. We further assume that the marginal cost of network capacity is sufficiently low relative to consumers' willingness to pay that the network operator is willing to supply network capacity.
We can now express the network provider's objective function as: 
IV. Innovation at the Edges
Net neutrality advocates hold that allowing network providers to supply and charge for premium transmission would hinder innovation at the edges of the network, including content sites. Interpreting innovation to mean the value and diversity 23 of content available at the edges of the network, we find the opposite to be true. This is explained with Proposition 1.
Proposition 1. The diversity of content at the edges of the network increases when the network provider optimally chooses to offer premium transmission services.
Furthermore, the value that consumers receive from the sites that purchase the premium transmission service is greater than the value they would receive if the premium service were not offered.
To understand the logic of Proposition 1, consider first that a profit maximizing network provider will introduce premium transmission only if at least one content provider will purchase the premium service. Now consider what type of content provider is more likely to purchase the premium service, a provider with innately lower value content (a lower value of ι ) or one with innately higher value content (a higher value of ι ). Because the network provider charges for speed based on the volume of traffic for a content site, the marginal cost of speed is greater for a higher value site than for a lower value site, so the higher value site has a lower preference for premium transmission.
Now consider how the offering of premium transmission service affects the potential content provider that is just to the left of the marginal provider on the continuum from 0 to ι , i.e., just to the left of ιˆ. This potential provider will purchase the premium service before any of the existing content providers and, once it purchases the premium service, is able to at least break even. As a result the number of content sites on the network increases because of the provision of the premium transmission service.
One result from Proposition 1 is that consumers receive greater utility from content sites that purchase the premium speed than they would have were the premium service not available. This happens because content providers will purchase the premium speed only if it increases revenues, which happens only if the premium speed increases hits on these sites by increasing the utility that consumers receive from the sites that purchase the premium service.
It also follows from Proposition 1 that when lower value content sites purchase the premium speed and the non-degradation condition applies, profits decrease for the sites that do not purchase it. This results from the downward sloping demand curve for advertising on content sites. When the overall amount of content increases, the total number of hits increases, which causes the price paid for advertising on content sites to decrease. This leads to a decrease in revenue, and thus profits, for every content site that does not increase its hits by purchasing the premium transmission service. This leads to Corollary 1A. Corollary 1A does not mean that all content providers purchase the premium service. From revealed preferences we know that a network provider that had optimally chosen a standard speed when offering only one speed, and that had optimally chosen a premium speed when choosing to provide more than one speed, would choose a premium speed that not all content providers would purchase.
V. Network Subscription
We now turn our attention to the effects of premium transmission service on demand for network subscription. Proposition 2 provides this section's main result. More consumers choose to subscribe to the network service because the value of the network is greater when premium service is provided than when it is not. The network provider benefits in two ways from providing the premium transmission service. First, it receives higher profits by being able to charge premium prices for something that at least some content providers value, whereas without the premium prices there would be no direct benefit to offering a higher speed service. Second, the number of consumers subscribing to network access is greater, which in turn leads to more hits on the content sites, which stimulates the demand for premium transmission by the lower-value content sites. The greater diversity of content sites also stimulates demand by consumers for network access and increases the number of content sites interested in purchasing the premium transmission service.
VI. Conclusion
In this paper we analyze the effects of a network provider offering premium transmission speeds for content providers. We find that the claims of the net neutrality advocates do not hold when network providers keep their commitment to not degrade service. Specifically, we find that offering premium service stimulates innovation on the edges of the network because lower-value content sites are better able to compete with higher-value sites with the availability of the premium service. The greater diversity of content and the greater value created by sites that purchase the premium service benefit advertisers because consumers visit content sites more frequently. Consumers also benefit from lower network access prices. We also find that that network capacity expands with the offering of the premium service.
We omit three important issues from our analysis that should be considered in future work. One issue is how the offering of premium transmission might affect the network provider's incentive to change the standard transmission speed. At least AT&T has committed to not degrade service for any network user, but it is unclear how such a commitment would be enforced. Secondly, we do not analyze the effects of peer-to-peer communication. Peer-to-peer communication, which is communication between consumers rather than between consumers and content sites, is growing in importance on the Internet. Thirdly, we do not consider the effects of the network provider vertically integrating and providing content. There is some concern that this would provide an incentive for foreclosure by the network provider. However, this might not be the case if the network provider can engage in price discrimination when charging for premium transmission.
Proof of Lemma 1.
See the proof of Proposition 2.
Proof of Lemma 2.
It is trivial to show that the network provider will optimally choose to offer premium transmission only if at least one content site provider purchases the premium service, so we will take that as given and consider how the network provider's choice to offer premium delivery affects the number of web sites offered and the quality of web sites. In Proposition 2 we show that offering premium transmission lowers ιˆ, i.e., it increases the number of content providers. Furthermore, premium transmission increases the number of hits. So it is adequate for the immediate proof to show that the network provider increases network capacity even if the number of content sites and number of hits does not increase.
Consider a network model of the type M/M/1 where there are two groups of content providers, 1 and 2, and that content from group 1 is given priority over the content of group 2 in terms of queuing, but not in terms of service. Queuing refers to the line that forms of requests for transmission that have not yet been served. Service refers to delivering the content to the network subscriber. The priority models we consider allow group 1's content to move ahead of group 2's content in the queue, but does not stop group 2's content from being delivered once group 2's content is in the service process. First consider a priority model in which there is only one service rate, which corresponds to our network capacity μ . Gross and Harris (1998, pp. 146-147) shows that in this one service rate situation the wait time for group 1 is . So increasing the speed of group 1 while keeping the speed for group 2 constant in the one service rate situation requires an increase in network capacity. Now consider a two rate situation, such that 1 μ represents the rate at which group 1 is served and 2 μ represents the rate at which group 2 is served. There are two possibilities for this situation: One approach would give group 1 priority in queuing and the other would not. Gross and Harris (1998, pp. 150) shows that regardless of which approach is used, (A2) Notice that in (A2), n does not affect the choice of S. This confirms Lemma 1.
Taking the total derivates of (A1) and (A2) with respect to I, S, and ι and applying Cramer's rule gives us ( ) . QED
